
We aim to bring child-like joy 
back to adults! Kindergarten is 
a collaborative art project for 
people of all ages – bringing 
together diversity, dreams and 
hands-on art experiences.  We 
invite viewers to imagine things 
that not yet exist, socialise  and 
have fun. 

art



Kindergarten is an engaging art happening – a 
combination of interactive neon light installation, 
inspirational collection of kids’ drawings, and a 
series of self-led and guided workshops to create 
the collaborative art work – a fantastic fruit garden 
growing with the help of visitors during the whole 
festival duration. 

CALL FOR PARTNERSHIPS

We invite you to get involved into our project and 
make the art happen! Kindergarten is happy to be 
a part of your like-minded initiative, an event or 
a marketing campaign. Please, read more about 
partnership opportunities on page 34.

OUR VALUES

We believe art is a language native to everyone! With 
the art work concept we aim to promote diversity and 
social inclusiveness, bring child-like joy to adults, and 
dissolve three key social fears of today – globalisation, 
technology invasion, and a lack of interpersonal 
connection. Additionally, we want to help visitors 
discover their talents, underline connection to nature  
and advertise healthy fruits as something cool and 
appealing, especially to kids. 
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ARTISTIC 
VALUE
We believe in the power of art! Community 
art is the next step in the art history – inter-
active, involving and inclusive. While tradi-
tionally, audience watched the art created by 
an artist, contemporary art is already in the 
interaction between the artwork and the au-
dience. The next step is even further involve-
ment – the art works being born in the in-
teractions within the audience. As artists, our 
role is to inspire and facilitate collective art 
works being created. 

The value is also visibly shifting – from art 
piece itself to the art experience – and even 
further – to the social interactions. The ideas 
used to come from the artist, now artwork is a 
trigger – provoking thought in the audience 
– next the idea is born in the audience, ex-
tracted by facilitation method, and reflected 
in the art the audience makes.  

We believe everyone is talented and the fu-
ture belongs for those who discover their own 
one! Interactive, engaging art experience is a 
growing trend of today – we believe in the 
transformational power of the positive art ex-
periences to overcome social challenges and 
communicate important topics. 
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Kindergarten is an inclusive and interactive art 
exhibition for all social groups. The exhibition features 
an interactive neon light installation, a collection of 
kids’ drawings, and a collaborative art work activity 
with ongoing creative workshops. 

As the opposite to fighting against racism I aim to 
establish and facilitate intercultural dialogue – to 
spread the understanding of the matter and create a 
positive social encounter between cultural groups – to 
prevent racism from happening on a deeper level.

DIVERSITY 
VIA ART

The neon light installation, called Fruit House, is aimed 
to promote diversity and encourage open-minded 
thinking, e.g. towards other cultures. Audience can 
play with the installation and mix-and-match different 
fruits together – creating an imaginary dream fruit. The 
process represents a mix of different cultures in today’s 
global society – it is enjoyable, curious and fruitful. 

Food plays distinctive role in every culture, and 
especially the edible plants – because earlier they’ve 
been common in a certain area where they grow and 
exotic elsewhere. In the artwork we present both local 
Finnish and foreign fruits – to state that as much as the 
tasty exotic foods other cultures have a lot to offer.

INTERACTIVE
LIGHT INSTALLATION

The collection of drawings was created during a 
workshop for kids at Annantalo. Kids played with the 
Fruit House installation to get the idea of inventing new 
fruits, and then designed their own fantastic fruits and 
drew them. We asked them to name their fruit and tell 
how does it taste and what happens when one eats 
it. The participants were of different age and ethical 
background. The kids’ drawings we received present 
ideas which are fantastic and clearly beyond what is 
possible. With them, we want to show how good are 
kids in thinking free of pre-conceptions – and that is 
perhaps why are they so good at accepting new cultures 
and each other regardless of the race, colour and other 
background. We want to emphasise that racism is 
artificial – staying open-minded and acceptive to other 
humans is what is natural and should be normal. 

During the exhibition period, the audience collectively 
creates a collaborative artwork – a mixed media 
installation, representing a fantastic fruit garden. We aim 
to facilitate interaction between different social groups 
over creative activity. We provide minimum instructions 
for the making, and encourage own ideas to shine 
through. The artwork demonstrates that collaboration 
and diversity brings amazing results. Adding one 
element each to the installation, they collaborate with 
hundreds of other visitors with diverse backgrounds. 
The workshops facilitate healthy social interactions 
over a common activity, and aim to bring the feeling 
of belonging to everyone – especially to the cultural 
minorities who’s lives are often away from art. 

DRAWINGS FROM KIDS

COLLABORATIVE ARTWORK
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MESSAGE
The World has changed and will do 
even more so in the years to come. 
While we humans still love the same 
things – art, games and fun. 

We want to bring the childhood 
joy back to adults. We selected 3 
contemporary fears we see around 
and created a fun interactive game  
to dispel them. 

GLOBALISATION has arrived, 
and some might still hesitate to enjoy 
it. Food is one of the oldest topics we 
humans think of – it is easy to relate 
to and it takes an important place in 
culture. We selected local and exotic 
fruits for our artwork to promote 

DIVERSITY and intercultural 
communication. We believe that as 
much as mixing different fruits together, 
interacting with people of different 
backgrounds is a truly exciting and fun 
experience. 

Nowadays TECHNOLOGY is 
invading the World around us, and it 
may sound scary for many. Earlier, it was 
hard and for the experts only to use it, 

but in the PEOPLE-CENTRIC 
age we now live in it is no more. Smart 
solutions are there to assist people 
while being seamless, intuitive and 
fun. Fruit House installation has a 
vast technology spell behind it, and 
yet is immediately engaging, and is 
extremely easy and fun to play with for 
anyone.  

In the era of online hype and endless 

information flow healthy SOCIAL 
INTERACTIONS are priceless 
but scares. As well as acceptance and 
access to diverse social circles, art 
and culture are essential for successful 

SOCIAL INTEGRATION as 
they help to understand the society 
and the people. We establish the 
multicultural dialogue with the help of 
art – we believe the most sustainable 
way to combat racism once and forever 
is to prevent it. 

1 2 3
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THE JOURNEY

Fruit House neon light installation carries the idea of thinking interdisciplinary:

 – Thinking conceptually: presenting hybrid fruits as a set of other fruits’ elements put 
together – for the sake of simplicity. 

 – Impossible with ease: omitting reality constraints, focusing on results. Hybrid fruits 
would take ages to cultivate and the success is often uncertain.

 – Stretching out an existing concept: if a smoothie is a mix of fruits let’s have a fruit which 
is initially a mix of fruits itself. 

2 – FANTASTIC FRUITS WORKSHOP (OCT 2019)

1 – FRUIT HOUSE (AUG 2019)

3 – KINDERGARTEN (2020)

The project started in June 2019. It is collaborative and participatory – at the third stage  
we gathered the concept, technology, and the actual artworks from hundreds of kids to 
make Kindergarten a truly inspiring experience for everyone. 

The idea of Fantastic Fruits interactive drawing workshop was to illustrate the vision with  
the concrete ideas :

 – Created by kids: unconstrained imagination – skill and inspiration from kids to adults 

 – First step into the real world – anything has once started as just an idea

 – Design thinking approach: unconstrained thinking of the result qualities, focusing di-
rectly on what people want

Kindergarten project is bringing the concept to reality – aims for touching the dream:

 – It is essential for a creator to see their idea grow and develop

 – Inspiration via belonging – seeing similar things happening around. It is much easier to 
start doing something new by joining others 

 – Small steps towards big dreams – paper fruits aren’t real ones but they are in a sense 
real, a form of an idea came true 

 – Fairytale experience: to see fantastic fruits grow from seeds. Similarly to Santa concept 
– even though a clear allegory, it is a fun and inspiring experience for all ages.
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EXHIBITION 1 2 3
Great new ideas are found in the 
intersection of already existing! 

FRUIT HOUSE is a combination 
of smart home technology and a 
children’s mix-and-match playbook – a 
futuristic home looking like an exotic 
fruit. Viewers play with it and add parts 
of various fruits to the house exterior. 
We encourage audience to combine 
the different and the impossible, and 
look at things with a fresh view – we 

promote DIVERSITY as enjoyable, 
easy and fruitful experience. 

Kids are the best ones to think outside 
of the box, invent and inspire! With 
the collection of one hundred kids’ 
drawings we bring wonderful ideas 

from FANTASTIC FRUITS 
workshop to amaze and inspire the 
visitors. Anything around us has once 
been just an idea – we encourage 
people to open their mind to the 

new, THINK AHEAD of what is 
currently possible, dream freely and 
get empowered to create something 
that not yet exists.   

We believe every person is talented! 

With the COLLABORATIVE 
ARTWORK we invite visitors to see 
and make the fantastic fruit garden – 
create and add their own elements and 
admire what others did. We cherish 
diversity in the ideas and visitors 
themselves and strive to make art an 

INCLUSIVE social experience.  
We invite the audience of all ages 
and social circles to get involved into 
art first-hand, discover own talents, 
socialise and have fun!

The exhibition set up consists of Fruit 
House interactive light installation, 
a large collection of drawings and 
ideas from kids, a series of creative 
workshops and a collaborative art work 
– a fantastic fruit garden where visitors 
plant and grow their dream fruits as the 
exhibition continues. Activity sequence 
follows the creator’s journey – first, 
openness and diversity, then inspiration 
from the work of others, and finally, 
collaboration and own creation. 
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FRUIT HOUSE

THE STORY

The Fruit house is a smart house from a dream that 
looks like a fruit. It has three floors – the appearance 
of the branch top is controlled from the attic, the 
inside of the fruit – from the main floor, and the outer 
shell – from the ground floor. Similar to household 
appliances in a real smart house, visitors can switch 
on different fruits from the floor plan – and see how 
the house changes. 

Waving in front of the fruit figures on the floor plan 
switches corresponding fruit elements on the light 
installation. When one element switches on, the 
concurrent ones turn off automatically. Once switched 
on, the element remains on until another overlapping 
element is selected. Therefore, there is Fruit House is 
always visible – also between the interactions with the 
viewers. The installation is 2D and looks eye-catching 
from both sides. 

INTERACTIONS

Fruit House is an interactive neon light installation. It 
is a combination of children’s mix-and-match activity 
book and a smart home concept. Interacting with the 
art work visitors can change the appearance of the 
House. We’ve used basic application techniques and 
kept the style child-like – hand-drawn and simplified 
– across the artwork to present it as how kids would 
see it. 
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THE STORY

At the continuous self-led creative workshop, we 
offered art supplies and the Fruit House art work to 
play with for the visitors. We asked them to imagine 
their dream fruit and share it with us – draw and name 
it, describe how it tastes and what happens when one 
eats it. 

We aim to bring child-like joy, curiosity and magic of 
art back to adults! Among numerous fantastic ideas 
we got from the audience of different age groups, 
we selected one hundred drawings to display at the 
Kindergarten venue – we believe they are to inspire 
the visitors, share ideas and help adults to discover 
their creative skills too. 

The drawings are made with markers on a recycled 
paper of various sizes. For a cleaner and contrast look 
we place each drawing on top of white A4 cardboard 
hang on a wall. 

EXHIBITION

FANTASTIC
FRUITS
Fantastic Fruits is from-kids-to-adults gift – a collection 
of one hundred selected drawings from Fantastic 
Fruit workshop held in October 2019 at Annantalo. 
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FRUIT GARDEN

The Fruit Garden base is as a large exhibi-
tion podium looking like a greenhouse. The 
“soil” surface goes across the whole green-
house at a heigh of 80 cm from the floor 
– visible for kids. The seed will be placed 
into the soil, the plants will grow on top of 
it up to the greenhouse roof, and the roots 
are hang under the soil. Soil has 500 pre-
made x-holes for seeding the plants. Metal 
greenhouse frame is stable and secured to 

THE GARDEN

 – Fruit House light installation on a wall

 – Fantastic Fruits drawings collection on 
another wall

 – A wall to attach visitors’ drawings to 

 – Project description printed on a wall

 – Guidance and instructions around the 
room – at each interaction point 

ROOM SET UP

Fruit Garden collaborative artwork demon-
strates fantastic ideas grow into real-life 
things.  To emphasise connection to Na-
ture, the process resembles the way real 
plants grow. We aim to promote the beau-
ty of making art, social interactions and 
collaboration with other people. We also 
introduce a fairy tale – fantastic fruits de-
velop by their own, fantastic rules  – every 
step they become something new – noth-
ing a previous author could have expected. 
We cherish the change – great things can 

happen in a different, unexpected fashion 
– far from how they previously used to go. 
The shape of the garden frame resembles a 
house – to create association with home, a 
safe and welcoming place. We create face-
to-face hands-on experience as an opposite 
to the digital spaces – to facilitate meeting 
new people real life while making physical 
things. The overall artwork creation process 
is a live flow – it has no plan or manage-
ment, but numerous creators – to see the 
final result is shape and flourish on the go. 

the floor. The soil is made of thick paralon 
foam covered with spray paint on top for 
the look and additional strength – to better 
hold the plants. The foam resides on top of 
a metal mesh – to keep the flat shape, and 
attach the roots to. A dimmed plexiglass 
plates attached to the frame on the sides 
cover soil layer. Another metal mesh is on 
the roof to attach the artwork elements to, 
e.g. tall plants, for added stability. 

 – Fruit Garden podium – in the middle of 
the room

 – Self-led workshop table with the stools: 
for visitors to sit around the table and 
communicate while making. Workshop 
instructions available on the table. 
Shared art supplies and tools in the 
middle. 

bottom viewside view
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GAME FLOW

 – You can always have a fresh start – free yourself up and 
ideate, decide your own

 – Play with the Fruit House light installation – think of 
what you have in mind before looking to the works of 
others

 – Collaboration: you can re-use the works of others if you 
like it – no need to reinvent the wheel – take a look at 
the elements already created by others 

 – You can decide your own one – previous steps are avail-
able as long as there is space and materials left e.g. 
seeds and free seeding holes

 – You can start from any stage – no need to go through all 
past stages – if you wish, add your plant, flower or even 
fruit right away – you decide how fast it grows

GAME PRINCIPLES

The Fruit Garden grows with every visitor along the whole 
exhibition period. The elements created my the audience 
are continuously added to the collaborative artwork.

Get the seed – close your eyes, think of a kind of fruit 
you wish to plant and take one seed box from the 
bowl (the bowl is between Fruit House and drawings)

Identify which fruit is this seed of – look at fantastic 
fruits or decide your own one (you can draw own fruit 
and put it on display (Fantastic fruits + workshop ta-
ble: colour pens + paper)

Make a name tag (workshop table: toothpicks + sticky 
notes + pens) for your plant

Find a spot for your plant in the Garden. Plant the 
seed into the soil and put the name tag next to it. 

INSTRUCTIONS

Watch fantastic fruits on the walls – think which kind 
of fruit you wish to grow

See what already grows in the Garden – select which 
plant you want to help growing (or decide your own 
one)

Join the workshop table and create your dream plant 
elements 

Add your element to the Garden – can attach your 
artwork anywhere to the existing plants, soil or to the 
bottom if e.g. your plant grows downwards or it is a 
root-fruit

SEEDING PHASE

NEXT PHASES

Play with the Fruit House installation and get 
to know some fantastic fruits 

Come again to see your plant growing or follow us in Face-
book and Instagram to see the pictures of it, post your 
pictures with #fruithousehelsinki and #kindergarten

FOLLOW-UP 

1

2

3

4
5

2
3

4
5

Similarly to any plant, Fruit Garden plants grow in phases. 
A new growing phase starts with a guided workshop for 
visitors facilitated by the producer and the artists. At the 
end of the workshop, participants and facilitators install the 
artworks created onto the Fruit Garden collaborative art-
work at the exhibition. 

Following self-led workshops offer visitors an opportunity 
to create and add their own elements to the artwork – with 
a slightly easier set of materials and tools. A museum at-
tendant helps visitors to add their creations to make sure 
they’re installed properly. 
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ART WORKSHOPS
GROWTH PHASES

Seeds (self-led)

Roots (guided)

Sprouts (self-led) 

Plants + Leaves (guided)

Leaves (self-led)

Buds + Flowers (guided)

Flowers (self-led)

Fruits + Berries (guided)

Fruits (self-led)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1 2 + 3

4 5

6 + 7 8 + 9

Kindergarten demonstrates the importance of 
will, talent and inspiration over means. We care 
for the environment – the workshops use recycled 
materials where possible sourced e.g. from Kier-
ratyskeskus, to promote local recycling practices. 

Seeds are small recycled items, e.g. beads, 1-pin 
Lego blocks, old transistors, buttons – individually 
packaged in e.g. box-pyramids for cleaner look 
and easy distribution. Name tags are small flags 
made of toothpicks and sticky notes – placed next 
to the seed to indicate that the hole is occupied. 

SEEDS

A root is a earring-like object hang on the metal 
mesh at bottom of the soil layer.  Roots can be 
free-hanging or solid, e.g. based on a metal wire 
to keep the shape, and use a variety of materials 
– e.g. strings, beads, fabric, paper or foil. 

ROOTS

The bodies of the plants – to attach the rest of the 
elements to – are created at a facilitated work-
shop. They can be e.g. hanging plants, tree-like 
upright standing ones, or bushes and grass-like 
plants. Plants have loops at places where follow-
ing elements e.g. leaves are to be attached.  

When installing, plants are arranged by height 
and size for easier access and better visibility – 
taller hanging plants in the middle of the green-
house, shorter surface ones closer to the edges. 
Plant bodies and heavier elements are supported 
by the transparent strings attached to the metal 
mesh on the top of the greenhouse frame. 

PLANTS

Plant elements use a variety of 
simple craft techniques and sim-
ple intuitive tools to make. We 
use a variety of easy colourful 
lightweight materials of differ-
ent essence, e.g. paper, fabric, 
beads, wire, buttons and more. 
The principle is easy-to-use + 
minimise cleaning + instant re-
sult, e.g. plastic glue gun instead 
of glue for minimum drying time. 

LEAVES, FLOWERS 
AND FRUITS
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AUDIENCE
The art work is intended for a wide audience 
of all ages. There is many aspects to the 
ideas we present, and we hope everyone 
can find something appealing. We would 
like the audience to have fun and associate 
the art work with some of their own good 
memories. 

We relate to childhood – the period when 
they played fun games, learned new words, 
every food was new and the world around 
full of exciting discoveries. If the grass was 
greener back then, there’s nothing that stops 
us adults to become happier again now. 

We promote diversity, inclusiveness and social interaction between people of various social 
groups and ages. We aim to explore contemporary topic of rapid technological advance-
ment and globalisation, especially relevant to Finland, together with the audience – in a fun, 
approachable and engaging manner. Three main principles of Kindergarten happening are:

Encourage audiences to 
get involved into art, fa-
cilitate eye-opening ex-
periences and hands-on 
workshops, let people try 
out the new activities and 
discover own talents. 

Learn to enjoy life as kids 
do, think outside of the 
box and see beyond the 
common sense border! 
Invent new, get energised 
share yours and admire 
the works of others. 

Cherish diversity and 
healthy social interactions 
between social groups, 
e.g. locals and foreigners, 
youngsters and elderly, 
kids and adults, school 
teachers with engineers. 

INTERACTIVE INSPIRING INCLUSIVE

The concept is designed to inspire 
active collaboration between visitors. 
Along with the game flow and overall 
space setup, we use e.g. modular 
origami technique to encourage 
participants interact with each other 
and create together. 

We think that along with internationally 
minded art and culture lovers of all 
kinds, also people fascinated with 
food, technology enthusiasts, and 
families with kids will find our art 
experience interesting. 
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PROJECT TIMETABLE

ACTION PLAN

 – Now: project planning, discussing ac-
tively with potential partners and the 
venues, preparing project materials, 
drafting marketing canpaign;

 – Jan 2020: detailed project planning 
and approaching sponsors and event 
partners, preparing exhibition propos-
als and securing a venue;

 – Spring 2020: (as soon as the grant is 
awarded) artwork creation + prepara-
tions for the exhibition + material and 
service purchases;

 – Fall 2020: start of the festival. The col-
laborative exhibition duration is 10 
weeks. The following exhibition of the 
ready artwork last for 4 weeks more. 

 – Contact space owners and confirm the venue;

 – Find suppliers for all needed materials and services, e.g. greenhouse 
metal frame manufacturing. Order and assemble the installation base;

 – Contact potential sponsors and event partners and send out the pro-
posals. Contact like-minded organisations for potential partnerships 
and the reach to their audience;

 – Define storyline, create advertising plan, and start online marketing 
activities;

 – Recruit volunteers and the organising team. Produce artwork and 
event media and marketing materials, order prints;

 – Agree detailed exhibition and workshop timetable with the venue and 
workshop facilitators. Design and plan exact workshop content;

 – Prepare self-led workshops – purchase all materials, do the pre-work 
e.g. pack seeds, pre-cut origami paper. Write instructions e.g. for ex-
hibition flow, self-led workshops;

 – Prepare existing art works for the exhibition: frame the drawings and 
make them ready for hanging on walls, do the light installation check 
up and maintenance;

 – Do the marketing for the project and for the exhibition in particular 
together with the venue;

 – Set up, run and manage the exhibition, run the workshops. 

EXHIBITION TIME LINE
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RISKS

Image: @tap5a

Risk: Project is late for the exhibition. 

Mitigation: We start planning early, allow sufficient 
time and a time reserve for artwork creation. We will 
use volunteer crowd-sourcing for the parts of the work 
that contains repetitive manual labour e.g. packing 
700 seeds and framing 100 drawings. 

The most laborious part of the exhibition – Fruit 
House light installation – is ready (has been exhibited 
already), fully functioning and requires small mainte-
nance to go on display again. 

To minimise delivery delays, we will order the main 
to-order part – metal frame for collective artwork – as 
soon as the grant is awarded – to allow over a month 
spare time. Shall the delay still occur, we will tempo-
rarily use a basic greenhouse frame purchased from a 
local store for the first phase of the exhibition (while 
the plants aren’t yet installed) and then replace it with 
a proper one e.g. outside of the opening hours – 
which allows us additional two weeks of time.

Risk: Insufficient project financing. Working grant is 
essential as it allows the producer to focus full-time on 
arranging and hosting art collaboration, coordination 
between parties and running the events. Expense grant 
is also needed to be able to use quality materials, com-
pensate the work of teachers, and focus on the produc-
tion, but can be possibly compensated for.  

Mitigation: The project is planned with flexible mate-
rial costs. Small sponsorships, especially in-kind ones, 
are likely to be found from own networks and with the 
sponsor benefits we offer. If the materials costs are not 
covered, we will also apply for smaller grants to cover 
them during the project preparation. 

FINANCIAL TIMING

Risk: Last minute workshop cancellations. 

Mitigation: Organisers have vast experience in running 
own creative workshops, know the agenda and can, if 
necessary, run the workshop themselves. 

PARTNERS

Risk: Low attendance or participation rate.

Mitigation: We frame the story line and start the ad-
vertising early – using multi-channel marketing, in-
volve own and extended professional networks, part-
ners and sponsors for a wider reach to the potential 
audience. We use venue’s marketing channels and 
brand. Also the project has received plenty of interest 
from the audience during the last workshop. 

AUDIENCE

Risk: Technical issues with the artwork. 

Mitigation: We have vast experience with running tech-
nical projects including both planning and hands-on 
work. The most technically advanced part – Fruit House 
– is ready, and for the safety and durability reasons we 
outsource manufacturing of the base frame for the col-
laborative artwork to professionals. 

TECHNOLOGY
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PRODUCER
MARIA KONONOVA

maria@marikodesign.art 

+358 44 973 8816

Instagram @marikodesignart 

www.linkedin.com/in/maria-kononova

www.marikodesign.art 

“Born in Leningrad (now Saint Petersburg), I’m 
in love with art, people and culture since my 
early childhood. Living in Finland expanded 
my interests into contemporary art, technology 
and cognitive sciences. I enjoy the experiment 
and thought that is behind the art work – with 
mixed media art I create, I aim to convey ideas 
to viewers in a fun and interactive form.”

“Food is always close to human culture 
– especially plants that grow in particular 
area – and we’ve chosen fruits to illustrate 
diversity.” Along with art and design, Maria 
has experience with project management, 
marketing, and organising events.

“As a female artist with immigrant 
background, I feel the topics of diversity, 
multicultural dialogue and combating racism 
as an important part of my own life. I believe 
in the power of art and social connections. 
Belonging to a cultural minority myself, I aim 
to support social integration of foreigners and 
unite people in Finnish society. Receiving the 
grant supporting my initiative gives me, an 
artist with foreign origin, a better opportunity 
to integrate into Finnish art circles“
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BUDGET

Event entrance is free of charge. Venue is 
free of charge for the project, and it may 
charge visitors e.g. sell entrance tickets.  
Security and insurances are provided by 
the venue. Shall the venue allow, we will 
print postcards or other memorable items 
for sale – covering workshop materials or 
other small costs. We use volunteers and 

PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

PROJECT SETUP
free of charge manpower, e.g. via job’d 
service and from own networks,  where 
possible – e.g. as exhibition attendants, art 
workshop assistants, marketing specialists. 
Facilitated art workshop teachers receive a 
100 € compensation per workshop. Partic-
ipation fee and in-kind sponsorships con-
tribute towards workshop material costs. 

Monetary: e.g. covering working, material 
or outsourcing costs 
In-kind: providing products and services, 
e.g. art supplies, metal frame manufactur-
ing or logistics, free of charge
Art collectors: supporting artists involved 
via purchasing or hosting the artwork after-
wards

Workshop co-organisers e.g. art teachers, 
instructors and coaches to co-host creative 
workshops for visitors.
Like-minded organisations and networks 
e.g. universities or mental health com-
munities providing advice, access to their 
member network etc. 
Media partners providing co-marketing.

Co-marketing and visibility at the exhibition (in a way accepted by the venue)
Promoting own products or services at a workshop e.g. recycling or art supplies brand
Selling own (applicable) services at the workshops e.g. commercial art classes

PARTNERS SPONSORS

BENEFITS

WAGES AND GENERAL COSTS:
26 000 € 1 producer, 12 months

1 000 € Hardware engineer wage (outsourced)

400 € Workshop teacher remuneration, 100 € per workshop

250 € Printing: postcards, business cards, flyers, posters

100 € Logistics: van rental, packaging

FRUIT HOUSE ARTWORK MAINTENANCE:
100 € Hardware upgrade: transparent industrial hardware box

150 € Hardware upgrade: pin connectors, fuses for relays etc.

50 € New sensor board fruit elements (printing costs)

FANTASTIC FRUITS FRAMING FOR EXHIBITION:
50 € A4 cardboard base, 500pc (incl. for self-led workshop)

40 € Double sided tape + fixtures for hanging artworks

FRUIT GARDEN ARTWORK CREATION:
1000 € Metal frame manufactured to-order and fixtures

240 € Paralon foam for garden soil (new for hygienic reasons)

70 € Plexiglass plates for garden sides, 4 pc

60 € Spray paints, 6 colours

ART SUPPLIES FOR WORKSHOPS:
300 € Paper: coloured paper 200 € and origami paper 100 €

300 € Plastic glue clear, 800 pc (used for the whole artwork)

150 € Equipment: scissors, shape cutters, glue guns, rulers etc.

70 € Cords: Metal wire, nylon cord for support, colour strings

50 € Colour pens + markers

40 € Toothpicks + sticky notes (3x450 pc)

30 € Plastic glue coloured, 80 pc

+ 500 € Additional workshop materials (sponsored)

TOTAL COSTS: 30 950 € 

INCOME:
500 € Sponsorships

200 € Workshop material fee, 5 € per participant, 10 people per workshop

30 250 € Project grant

TOTAL INCOME: 30 950 €
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Supporting an art project is a honourable way to give back 
to society at a scale. By creating an entertaining game-like 
setting, we want to bring art closer to people, and address 
the topics of social fears in a fun and stress-free way. 

With this art work we especially promote diversity, and the 
idea that technology should be designed to only make 
people happier. We cherish innovation and imagination – 
and encourage people to think out of the box and explore 
what not yet exists. 

We also aim to attract more attention to healthy food 
and advertise fruits, especially for kids. Supporting our art 
project, you are directly contributing to promoting not only 
art, but also these values to a wider audiences.

PARTNERSHIPS WE ALREADY WORK WITH

PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITY
Kindergarten is open to collaboration! We’re 
eager to become a part of your like-minded 
initiative. We are always grateful for those 
willing to support our team of emerging 
artists, and sponsor the art projects we do. 

We would like to personally thank Leo Nikita Kadieff, Jussi Tyyskä, Astislav Bozhevolnov  
and Joonika Kaukoranta for making the art happen!

As both professionals and consumers, we 
believe in quality advertisement and fruitful 
collaboration between business and art – 
in events, marketing and more. Contact us 
to discuss further. 

by
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GET IN TOUCH

maria@marikodesign.art 
WEBSITE INSTAGRAM

Maria  +358 44 973 8816


